
PRODUCT INFORMATION 

FUNCTION AND APPLICATION: Solder Seal/Gunk® Squeal Medic™ Caliper Grease is a 
molybdenum disulfide fortified synthetic lubricant formulated to lubricate under the most adverse 
conditions.  It is excellent for lubrication in high temperature applications where other greases fail.   

OUTSTANDING PROPERTIES: Squeal Medic™ Caliper Grease has excellent corrosion resistance, 
a wide temperature range, and excellent extreme pressure protection. Squeal Medic™ Caliper 
Grease is non-melting and is water-resistant.   It is excellent on all bearings and sliding surfaces in 
conditions above 500°F and is compatible with most rubber and plastic hardware including ethylene 
propylene rubber. 

USE DlRECTIONS: Wire brush the caliper housing and anchor plate to remove all dirt and dust.  
Remove loose dirt from surface to be treated.  Surface should be clean and dry.  Apply grease to all 
moving caliper hardware mating surfaces and steel backing plates of the disk brake pad.  Any 
excessive grease squeezed out from between mating surfaces must be removed.  Apply sparingly.  

PRECAUTIONS:  Contains Molybdenum Disulfide (CAS# 1317-33-5) and Synthetic Oil.  Harmful if 
swallowed.  Eye and skin irritant.  FIRST AID: For eye contact, flush thoroughly with water for 15 
minutes while lifting eyelids and get prompt medical attention.   For skin contact, wash thoroughly with 
soap and water. If irritation persists, get prompt medical attention.  Remove contaminated clothing 
and launder before re-use. Inhalation:  Move to fresh air.  If breathing becomes difficult, get prompt 
medical attention.  If swallowed, DO NOT INDUCE VOMITING.  Call Poison Control Center, 
Physician, or Hospital Emergency Room Immediately. 

STORAGE & HANDLING: Store in a cool place below 1200F away from ignition sources and 
oxidizing agents. Keep away from children and animals. 

DISPOSAL:  Dispose of container, residue, and excess product in accordance with all federal, state, 
and local laws and regulations. 

CONTAINER DESCRIPTION: 3-ounce tube, 2-7 gram Pillow Pak, and 8-ounce bottle. 
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